At many Faculties of JLU Giessen a module consists of the corresponding course. This makes it easy to allocate ECTS credits to a course since the number of ECTS credits allocated to the module as stated in the module description is the same as the number of ECTS credits allocated to the corresponding course.

At other Faculties a module usually consists of more than one course. ECTS credits are only given for passed modules consisting of several courses. Therefore, ECTS credits are not allocated to individual courses. However, to make it easier for you to assess the workload/ECTS credits for individual courses, we have prepared the following overview for you:

**Germanistik/German studies:**
- Bachelor:
  - 4 ECTS for a passed class involving a graded course achievement (seminar or lecture)
  - 2 ECTS for a passed class not involving a graded course achievement (seminar or lecture)
  - 3 ECTS for tutorials
- Master:
  - Graded course achievement: 5 ECTS
  - Ungraded: 3 ECTS

**Anglistik/English studies:**
- Seminar: 5 ECTS;
- Lecture: 3 ECTS;
- Exercise/tutorial: 3 ECTS

**Romanistik/Romance studies:**
- Seminar: 5 ECTS
- Practical language exercise: 5 ECTS
- Lecture: 3 ECTS

**Slavistik/Slavonic languages and literatures:**
- Seminar: 5 ECTS;
- Lecture: 3 ECTS;
- Exercise/tutorial: 3 ECTS

**Soziologie und Politikwissenschaften/Sociology and Political Sciences:**
- Lecture including a written examination: 4 ECTS
- Lecture plus tutorial/exercise and written examination: 5 ECTS
- Proseminar: 4 ECTS
- Seminar: 5 ECTS
Angewandte Theaterwissenschaften/Applied Theatre Studies:

Propädeutikum: 3.5 ECTS  
Seminar: 6 ECTS  
Scenic Projects: 8 ECTS  
Practical courses: 8 ECTS

Faculty 04 (all study areas):

3 ECTS per class